Digital Inventory
Management
Tired of stock-outs and excess stock? Need a high-powered, intelligent
system for inventory management? Thanks to sepioo technology by
PDi Digital, it’s never been easier to keep your stock under control. With
sepioo displays, you can instantly visualize product information onsite, in your warehouse. Real-time order statuses and delivery dates are
shown in real time, reducing bottlenecks, and increasing efficiency.
Better yet, you can connect sensors and scales to our smart IIoT platform,
enabling fully automated reordering processes. When stock falls below
a defined threshold value, a replenishment order is automatically
triggered, and then automatically updated on the digital display after
refill. When it comes to your warehouse, why not let out technology do
the heavy lifting?

Key Benefits
Automated reordering when stock falls below a defined weight threshold.
Smart reordering and refill confirmation using integrated buttons.
Instant stock updates after removal or refill.
Compatible with pick-by-light and put-to-light systems.
Data collection for analytics and forecasting (pattern recognition).
Realization of digital Kanban shelf signages.
Automated updates and integration to ERP systems.

sepioo Technology
At PDi Digital, we disrupt the future of industrial IoT. Our sepioo IIoT technology
helps to realize a digitally connected world where relevant data is shared at
the right time to the right people: all this in a power efficient and sustainable
way. sepioo is delivered via a powerful IIoT platform, reliable infrastructure, and
digital displays complete with ultra low energy IIoT sensors. Together, these help
our customers and partners to maximize their digital potential. Secure two-way
communication is ensured via wireless 2.4 GHz frequency, via a SIM Card (NBIoT) to your mobile carrier or, for our newest battery-free sepioo display, via NFC.
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